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STICKELBERGER SERIES AND MAIN CONJECTURE
FOR FUNCTION FIELDS
Andrea Bandini and Edoardo Coscelli
Abstract: Let F be a global function field of characteristic p with ring of integers A
and let Φ be a Hayes module on the Hilbert class field HA of F . We prove an
Iwasawa Main Conjecture for the Z∞
p -extension F /F generated by the p-power torsion
of Φ (p a prime of A). The main tool is a Stickelberger series whose specialization
provides a generator for the Fitting ideal of the class group of F . Moreover we prove
that the same series, evaluated at complex or p-adic characters, interpolates the
Goss Zeta-function or some p-adic L-function, thus providing the link between the
algebraic structure (class groups) and the analytic functions, which is the crucial part
of Iwasawa Main Conjecture.
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1. Introduction
Arithmetic properties of motives defined over a global field are a central theme of modern number theory and one of the main topics is their
relation with (or interpretation as) special values of L-functions. Iwasawa
theory combines an algebraic approach, which studies the variation of
motives in p-adic towers as modules over an algebra of power series, with
the definition of analytical p-adic L-functions, which interpolate special
values of more classical L-functions, thus providing a link between the
two aspects of the theory. The Iwasawa Main Conjecture (IMC) predicts
(in a growing number of incarnations) a deep relation between p-adic
L-functions and a generator of the characteristic or Fitting ideal of the
algebraic structure we deal with (class groups, Selmer groups, and so
on).
This topic has been extensively studied since the first proof of a Main
Conjecture by Mazur and Wiles (in [22]) for the class groups of the
Zp -cyclotomic extension of Q, but mostly for Zp or Zdp -extensions of
number fields (see, e.g. [20]). Iwasawa theory for function fields in positive characteristic is relatively new and, even if some instances of the
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IMC for Zdp -extensions were proved by Crew in [13] and Burns, Lai, and
Tan in [9], we believe that the true analog of the Mazur–Wiles Theorem
is the one recently presented in [1]. We briefly explain the setting of that
result: let F = Fq (t) be the rational function field which plays the role
of Q, fix the prime 1t = ∞, and consider A = Fq [t] as the ring of integers
of F , i.e. the functions regular outside ∞. Let p be a prime of A and let
Fn be the field generated over F by the pn+1 -torsion of the Carlitz module associated to A (see [1, Section 2] for a quick review). Put F = ∪Fn .
Then Gal(F/F ) ' Gal(F0 /F ) × Gal(F/F0 ) ' ∆ × Z∞
p , where ∆ has
finite order prime with p. The field F is the analog of the cyclotomic
Zp -extension of a number field constructed with p-power roots of unity
and it is this analogy which led us to believe that we have to work with F
instead of Zdp -extensions for some finite d.
This provides one of the main differences with the number field setting
where there are no Z∞
p -extensions: here our algebraic structures (namely
class groups) will be modules over the non-noetherian algebra Λ(F) =
W JGal(F/F0 )K (where W is an appropriate finite extension of Zp ) and,
having no structure theorem for them, we shall use a limit process to
describe their Fitting ideals.
Let C`0n be the p-part of the group of divisor classes of degree 0 of Fn
and, for any complex character χ of ∆, let C`0n (χ) be its χ-part, i.e. the
one on which ∆ acts via χ. Put C`0∞ (χ) for the inverse limit with respect
to norms of the C`0n (χ). Then it has been proved in [1, Theorems 5.1
and 5.2] that for any nontrivial χ the Λ(F)-module C`0∞ (χ) is finitely
generated and torsion, and its Fitting ideal is generated by a specialization of the χ-part of a Stickelberger series Θ(X) ∈ Z[Gal(F/F )]JXK.
The same Stickelberger series is also used to interpolate (via complex
or p-adic characters) the Artin L-function, the Goss Zeta-function, and
a p-adic L-function ([1, Section 3]), thus providing the link between the
algebraic structure of C`0∞ (χ) and various L-functions, i.e. the IMC.
1.1. Our results. Our goal here is to extend the main results of [1] to
a general function field F of characteristic p, i.e. a field of transcendence
degree 1 over some finite field Fq or, equivalently, the function field of a
smooth projective curve defined over Fq . Fix a prime ∞, let A be the
ring of integers for F , and write HA for the Hilbert class field of A, i.e.
the maximal abelian unramified extension of F where ∞ is totally split.
To deal with this setting we need to consider extensions generated by
the p-torsion of a sign-normalized rank 1 Drinfeld module (or Hayes module; see Definition 5.2) and decompose Iwasawa modules in eigenspaces
with respect to characters whose action on the inertia groups of ∞ is
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crucial. We replace the odd and even characters of the case F = Fq (t)
(where HA = F ) with three types (Definition 5.8): we shall provide a
complete study for the first two types, while the characters of type 3
need a different treatment (see Remark 1.1).
Moreover the presence of a nontrivial Hilbert class field HA enters in
the definition of the Goss Zeta-function (in particular in the exponentiation of ideals) and we have to take it into account in all our interpolation
formulas and in the definition of our p-adic L-series.
Fix a finite set S of primes of F and let FS be the maximal abelian
extension of F unramified outside S with GS := Gal(FS /F ). For any
prime ν, let dν be its degree and, if ν 6∈ S, denote by φν the Frobenius of ν
in GS . The leading role in this paper will be played by the Stickelberger
series
Y
dν −1
ΘS (X) =
(1 − φ−1
∈ Z[GS ]JXK.
ν X )
ν6∈S

1.1.1. Analytic side. In Sections 2, 3, and 4 we prove convergence
properties for ΘS (X) and test it against characters Ψ : Z[GS ] → L to
provide interpolation formulas for
• the Artin L-function LF (for L = C, Theorem 2.3);
• the Goss Zeta-function ζA (for L = C∞ , Theorem 3.8);
• various ν-adic Zeta-functions ζν (for L = Cν , Theorem 4.4),
where Cη is the completion of an algebraic closure of the completion Fη
of F at a prime η (for both cases η finite or infinite). Then we construct a
ν-adic L-series which, via its relation with ΘS (X), interpolates the values
of ζν at integers for ν ∈ S − {∞} (and a bit more; see Theorem 4.9).
As an example we mention here the interpolation we obtain for the
Goss Zeta-function
X
ζA (s) =
a−s with s ∈ S∞ := C×
∞ × Zp ,
where the sum is taken over all the nonzero ideals a of A. This function
represents the natural analogue of the Dedekind Zeta-function of a number field. For any y ∈ Zp we define a continuous character Ψy : GS → C×
∞
via
y/f
Ψy (φν ) = N (hνi−1
.
∞)
(See details in Subsection 3.2. Here it suffices to say that N is a norm,
f is a power of p, and hνi∞ is a 1-unit so that taking the fy -th power
makes sense.) For every s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ we have
Y
(1)
Ψy (ΘS (X))(x) = ζA (−s)
(1 − ν s ).
ν∈S, ν6=∞
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1.1.2. Algebraic side. Let Φ : A → HA {τ } be a Hayes module (more
details on all objects mentioned here are in Section 5), fix a prime p
of F with degree dp , and denote by Fn the extension of HA generated by
the pn+1 -torsion of Φ. The field Fn is an abelian Galois extension of F
ramified only at p and ∞. These fields form an Iwasawa tower
[
F ⊂ HA ⊂ F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn ⊂ · · · ⊂
Fn =: F
n∈N

and, if we put Γn = Gal(Fn /F0 ), we have
Γ∞ := Gal(F/F0 ) = lim Gal(Fn /F0 ) ' Z∞
p .
←−
Let Cn := C`0 (Fn ) be the p-part of the class group of degree zero divisors
of Fn . This is a Zp [Γn ]-module in a natural way and the Cn form a projective system with respect to the norm maps. We define C∞ := lim Cn ,
←−
which is a module over the non-noetherian Iwasawa algebra Zp JΓ∞ K.
To study the structure of C∞ we consider χ-parts with respect to the
characters of the group G0 := Gal(F0 /F ) which acts naturally on Cn
and C∞ . We need two simplifying assumptions (which are not required
for the analytic part of the theory):
• deg(∞) = d∞ = 1. This ensures that all extensions we work with
are geometric, but it is not restrictive because we can always reduce
to this case by enlarging the constant field of F .
• The class number of degree zero divisors h0 (F ) is prime with p.
This is necessary to avoid characters of order p, but it is not too
restrictive.
We extend all scalars to W = Zp [ζ], the Witt ring generated by a root of
unity ζ of order |G0 |. Let S = {p, ∞}, let Θ∞ (X) be the projection of
the Stickelberger series ΘS (X) to Z[Γ∞ ×G0 ]JXK, and write Θ∞ (X, χ) =
χ(Θ∞ )(X) ∈ W [Γ∞ ]JXK as its χ-part. We put


Θ∞ (X, χ) if χ is of type 1,
]
Θ∞ (X, χ) = Θ (X, χ)

 ∞
if χ is of type 2.
1−X
Computing Fitting ideals for the Cn and working our way through a
limit process we prove
Theorem (Theorems 5.21 and 5.22). Let χ be a character of type 1 or 2.
Then C∞ (χ) is a finitely generated module over the Iwasawa algebra Λ :=
W JΓ∞ K and
FittΛ (C∞ (χ)) = (Θ]∞ (1, χ)).
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This is what we call IMC for this setting. The relations with (special
values of) p-adic L-functions are provided by the analytic interpolation
properties mentioned before.
Remark 1.1. For the characters of type 3 we are only able to compute
the Fitting ideal of a dual of Cn and it is often non principal. We have no
arithmetic interpretation (from the point of view of Iwasawa theory) for
this situation yet so we decided to present it in a different paper (see [4,
Section 3]).
1.2. Setting and notations.
• F is a global function field of characteristic p > 0, i.e. a finite
algebraic extension of a field of transcendence degree 1 over a finite
field Fpr := Fq which we call the constant field of F . A more
geometric interpretation would be to consider F as the function
field of a smooth projective curve X defined over Fq .
• ∞ is a fixed place of F and A is the subring of F of the elements
regular outside the place ∞.
• For any place ν of F (including ∞), Fν is the completion of F at ν.
Its ring of integers will be denoted by Oν and U1 (ν) will be the
group of 1-units of Fν . The residue field Oν /(ν) := Fν is a finite
extension of Fq of degree dν := [Fν : Fq ] (also called the degree
of ν). Its order will be denoted by Nν := q dν .
• vν : Fν → Z is the (canonical) valuation at ν and πν will denote a
fixed uniformizer for Fν , i.e. an element
vν (πν ) = 1.
Q with
• The degree of a fractional ideal a =
ν nν of A is the quantity
ν6=∞
P
deg(a) =
nν dν .
ν6=∞

2. Stickelberger series and Artin L-function
In this section we introduce the main object of both the analytic
and algebraic sides of the theory: the Stickelberger series. We prove
here its convergence properties and its relation with the complex Artin
L-functions. In the subsequent sections it will appear as an incarnation
of various L or Zeta-functions and, on the algebraic side, as a generator
for Fitting ideals of class groups.
2.1. Stickelberger series. Let S be a nonempty finite set of places
of F that contains ∞. Denote by FS the maximal abelian extension of F
unramified outside S, and by GS := Gal(FS /F ) its Galois group. For
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every place ν 6∈ S, let φν be the Frobenius at ν, i.e. the unique element
of GS that satisfies
φν (x) ≡ xNν

(mod ν̃)

for every x ∈ FS , where ν̃ is any place of FS lying above ν. The extension FS /F is unramified at ν, so the decomposition group of ν in GS is
pro-cyclic and topologically generated by φν .
Definition 2.1. The Stickelberger series of S is the power series defined
by the Euler product
Y
dν −1
ΘS (X) =
(1 − φ−1
∈ Z[GS ]JXK.
ν X )
ν6∈S
dν
For an equivalent formula, recall that every Euler factor 1 − φ−1
ν X
is invertible in Z[GS ]JXK and let IS be the set of fractional ideals of A
with support outsideQS (recall that ∞
Let φa be the Artin symbol
Q∈ S).
for a ∈ IS , i.e. a =
ν nν 7→ φa =
φnν ν . Then
ν6∈S

ΘS (X) =

X
a∈IS , a>0

ν6∈S

deg a
φ−1
a X

=

X
n>1

X

φ−1
a



X n,

a∈IS , a>0
deg a=n

where a > 0 denotes the integral ideals of A. For any n there exists only
a finite number of primes ν with degree equal to n, hence the series on
the right is an element of Z[GS ]JXK.
2.2. Artin L-functions. Let K/F be a finite subextension of FS whose
Galois group is G and let SK ⊆ S be the set of ramified places together
with ∞ (in particular SF = {∞}).
For every prime ν, let φK,ν ∈ G be its Artin symbol: if ν 6∈ S, then
φK,ν is the image of φν via the canonical projection GS  G, while for
a ramified prime ν, any lifting of its Frobenius in G/I(ν) (where I(ν) is
the inertia at ν in G) will do. For every complex character χ of G, i.e.
an element of Hom(G, C× ), we put χ(ν) = χ(φK,ν ).
Definition 2.2. The Artin L-function associated to (K, χ) is the complex variable function
Y
LK/F (s, χ) =
(1 − χ(ν)(Nν)−s )−1 for Re(s) > 1,
ν6∈SK

where the condition Re(s) > 1 guarantees convergence.
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Our goal in this section is to provide a link between LK/F (s, χ)
and ΘS (X). In what follows we present formal equalities and avoid mentioning the radius of convergence: to be on the safe side one can always
assume Re(s) > 1.
Let Ψ : GS → C× be a continuous character of GS , i.e. a continuous
homomorphism with respect to the natural topologies: it induces a ring
homomorphism Z[GS ]JXK → CJXK (still denoted by Ψ).
Theorem 2.3. (a) Let K/F , G, and χ be as above. Then there exists
a continuous character Ψ of GS such that
Y
(2) Ψ(ΘS (X))(q −s ) = LK/F (s, χ−1 )
(1 − χ−1 (ν)q −s dν ).
ν∈S−SK

(b) Let Ψ be a continuous character of GS . Then there exists K ⊂ FS ,
finite over F , and a complex character χ of Gal(K/F ) such that
equation (2) holds.
Proof: (a) Let πK be the canonical projection GS  G and put Ψ :=
−1
(φK,ν ) for all ν 6∈ S. Clearly Ψ is a
χ ◦ πK , so that Ψ(φ−1
ν ) = χ
continuous character of GS and
Y
Ψ(ΘS (X))(q −s ) =
(1 − χ−1 (φK,ν )q −s dν )−1
ν6∈S

Y

= LK/F (s, χ−1 )

(1 − χ−1 (ν)q −s dν ).

ν∈S−SK

(b) The profinite group GS / Ker(Ψ) is topologically isomorphic to Ψ(GS )
which is a compact subgroup of C× , so Ker(Ψ) has finite index. Let K be
the fixed field of Ker(Ψ), so that Gal(K/F ) ' GS / Ker(Ψ), and let χ be
the character induced by Ψ on this quotient. By definition Ψ(φν ) =
χ(φK,ν ) and
Y
Y
dν −1
Ψ(ΘS (X)) =
(1 − Ψ(φ−1
=
(1 − χ−1 (φK,ν )X dν )−1
ν )X )
ν6∈S

=

Y
ν6∈SK

ν6∈S

(1 − χ

−1

dν −1

(ν)X )

Y

(1 − χ−1 (ν)X dν ).

ν∈S−SK

Equation (2) follows immediately evaluating at X = q −s .
2.3. Stickelberger series and the Tate algebra. As an application
of the previous theorem we prove that the Stickelberger series lies in the
Tate algebra.
Let R be any topological ring. The Tate algebra RhXi is the set
of formal power series whose coefficients converge to 0, in particular
it contains the polynomial ring R[X]. Let O be the ring of integers
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of a finite extension of Qp . We will be mainly interested in rings of
the form R = OJΓK, where Γ will be the Galois group of an infinite
extension of function fields. We recall that the topology on this ring is the
weakest such that the projection OJΓK  O[Gal(K/F )] is continuous for
each finite subextension K/F . Hence, a sequence of elements an of OJΓK
converges to 0 if and only if the sequence of their projections is equal
to 0 when n is big enough for each finite subextension K/F .
We consider ΘS (X) as an element of O[GS ]JXK via the (continuous)
embedding Z ,→ O.
Proposition 2.4. The series ΘS (X) is an element of the Tate algebra OJGS KhXi.
P n n
Proof: Since (1−qX)−1 =
q X is a unit in OJGS KhXi, it is enough
n>0

to show that f (X) := (1 − qX)ΘS (X) is in the Tate algebra.
Let Ψ : GS → C× be a continuous character. Following part (b) of
Theorem 2.3, let K be the fixed field of Ker(Ψ) and χ the character
induced by Ψ on Gal(K/F ). (Note that, by definition, χ is trivial if and
only if Ψ is trivial on GS , which leads to K = F and SF = {∞}.) Hence
we have
Y
Ψ(ΘS (X))(q −s ) = LK/F (s, χ−1 )
(1 − χ−1 (ν)q −s dν ).
ν∈S−SK

The full Artin L-function is defined by the Euler product on all primes ν
Y
e K/F (s, χ−1 ) =
L
(1 − χ−1 (ν)(Nν)−s )−1
ν

and differs from LK/F (s, χ−1 ) only for the factors associated to the
primes of SK . Thus
Ψ(f (X))(q −s ) = (1 − q 1−s )Ψ(ΘS (X))(q −s )
Y
e K/F (s, χ−1 )
= (1 − q 1−s )L
(1 − χ−1 (ν)q −s dν ).
ν∈S

A theorem of Weil ([29, V, Théorème 2.5]) shows that if χ 6= χ0 , then
e K/F (s, χ−1 ) is a polynomial in q −s and, for χ = χ0 , we have
L
e K/F (s, χ0 ) =
L

P (q −s )
,
(1 −
− q 1−s )
q −s )(1

where P (X) is a polynomial of degree 2g −2 (g is the genus of F ). Hence
Ψ(f (X)) is a polynomial for each continuous character Ψ (here we use
the fact that S is not empty): for each finite subextension K/F
πK (f (X)) ∈ Z[Gal(K/F )][X]
(with πK the natural projection) and f (X) ∈ ZJGS KhXi ⊂ OJGS KhXi.
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In Section 5 we will need to evaluate the Stickelberger series ΘS (X)
at some element of OJGS K. The previous proposition grants us that if
we take x in the unit disk {x ∈ OJGS K : |x| 6 1}, then ΘS (x) converges.

3. Stickelberger series and Goss Zeta-function
We begin by giving a short description of the Goss Zeta-function and
of its main properties (most notably its entireness). Some results are
known, and we give references where available. We refer the reader to [12]
for more details.
3.1. The Goss Zeta-function. Let C∞ be the completion of a fixed
algebraic closure of F∞ and put S∞ := C×
∞ × Zp . The analogue of the
Dedekind Zeta-function for F has been originally defined for some special
values (the integers) by Carlitz in [10] and later extended by Goss as a
C∞ -valued function whose domain is S∞ in [14]. This work of Goss may
be interpreted as a sort of analytic continuation of the function defined
by Carlitz.
We give the definition and a summary of the main properties of the
Goss Zeta-function; details and proofs can be found in [15, Chapter 8]
or in [12, Sections 1.4 and 1.5].
×
Definition 3.1. A sign function on F∞ is any homomorphism sgn: F∞
→
×
×
F∞ such that its restriction to F∞ is the identity. We extend sgn to
all F∞ by defining sgn(0) = 0.

We fix a generator π∞ of the maximal ideal of F∞ and say that the
sign function sgn is normalized if sgn(π∞ ) = 1. Since U1 (∞) is a pro-pgroup and the image of sgn has order prime to p, every sign function is
trivial on U1 (∞). The isomorphism
(3)

×
Z
F∞
' π∞
× F×
∞ × U1 (∞)

×
allows us to write any a ∈ F∞
uniquely as
v∞ (a)
a = π∞
· sgn(a) · hai∞ .

We say an element a ∈ F is positive if sgn(a) = 1 and denote by A+ the
set of positive elements in A. Let I be the set of nonzero fractional ideals
of F and denote by P+ the principal fractional ideals with a positive
generator. The group I/P+ is finite and we put h+ (A) := |I/P+ |. It is
easy to see that h+ (A) = h0 (F ) · d∞ · (q d∞ − 1)/(q − 1). We recall that
×
d∞ = [F∞ : Fq ] and, for any a ∈ F∞
, define the degree of a as deg(a) =
−d∞ v∞ (a). Note that if I = (i) is principal, then the definition of deg(i)
coincides with the degree of the ideal I, i.e. deg(i) = deg(I) := |A/I|.
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For every u ∈ U1 (∞) and y ∈ Zp the series

P
n>0

y
n



(u − 1)n converges

in U1 (∞), so we put
uy = ((u − 1) + 1)y :=

X y 
(u − 1)n .
n

n>0

Definition 3.2. Given any ideal I, there exists a positive element α ∈
+
1/h+ (A)
as the unique h+(A)-th
F × such that I h (A)= (α). Put hIi∞ := hαi∞
root of hαi∞ which is still a 1-unit. Then, for any s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ , define
I s := xdeg(I) hIiy∞ .
Fix a d∞ -th root of π∞ and call it π∗ : what follows will partly depend
on this choice (but see statement (f) below). For every integer j we put
sj = (π∗−j , j), and the map j 7→ sj gives us an embedding Z ,→ S∞ . It
is easy to see that hIi∞ and I s are well defined and belong to a finite
extension of F . We list a few fundamental properties of this exponential.
×
, s, t ∈ S∞ , i, j ∈ Z, and
Proposition 3.3. For every positive a, b ∈ F∞
every ideal I ∈ I one has
(a) (ab)s = as bs and as+t = as at .
(b) asi = ai and (asi )sj = asij .
(c) I sj is algebraic over F and, if I = (α) ∈ P+ , then I s = αs .
(d) Let FV be the extension of F obtained by adding every element
of the form I s1 . Then FV /F is a finite extension with degree at
most h+ (A).
(e) Let F∞,V be the extension of F∞ obtained by adding every element
of the form hIi∞ . Then F∞,V /F∞ is a finite p-extension with degree dividing h+ (A).
(f) If F contains all the d∞ -th roots of unity, then FV does not depend
on the choice of π∞ and π∗ .

Proof: See [15, Sections 8.1 and 8.2]; other details can be found in [12,
Section 1.4].
Definition 3.4. The Goss Zeta-function is defined by the sum

X
X X
X
−y
−s
hai∞ x−n :=
an (y)x−n
ζA (s) =
a =
a∈I, a>0

n>0

a∈I, a>0
deg(a)=n

n>0

for s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ . It converges for |x|∞ > 1 and can also be rewritten
as an Euler product
Y
Y
−dν −1
) .
ζA (s) =
(1 − ν −s )−1 =
(1 − hνi−y
∞ x
ν6=∞

ν6=∞
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Estimates on the coefficients an (y) allow to prove that the Goss Zetafunction is entire on S∞ (in the sense of [15, Section 8.5]), i.e. the series
provides an analytic continuation of ζA (s) to the whole of S∞ . (For a
sketch of the proof see [15, Sections 8.8 and 8.9]; more details are in [12,
Section 1.5].)
Theorem 3.5 (Analytic extension of the Goss Zeta-function). The series ζA (s) is absolutely convergent for every s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ and is also
uniformly convergent on the compact subsets of S∞ .
3.2. Interpolation of the Goss Zeta-function. Let WS be the subgroup of GS generated by all Artin symbols φν with ν 6∈ S and let K be
the fixed field of the topological closure of WS . Since φν is a topological
generator of the decomposition group of ν in GS , the extension K/F is
totally split at every prime ν 6∈ S and the Tchebotarev Density Theorem
yields K = F , i.e. GS is the topological closure of WS .
Lemma 3.6. Let λ and µ be two distinct primes outside S. Then φλ 6=
φµ .
Proof: This is just class field theory. Consider the following subgroup of
the idéles IF of F
Y
Y
H := Fµ× ×
Oν× ×
{1},
ν6=µ, ν6∈S

ν∈S

×

and let K be the class field of F H (as usual F × is embedded diagonally
in IF ). Since K/F is unramified outside S, totally split at µ, and inert
in λ, the decomposition groups of µ and λ in GS do not coincide and
their Artin symbols are distinct.
Let f := [F∞,V : F∞ ] (recall that f is a power of p by Proposition 3.3,
×
×
part (e)) and let N : F∞,V
→ F∞
be the norm map. For any y ∈ Zp and
any ν 6∈ S we define
(4)

y/f
Ψy (φν ) = N (hνi−1
.
∞)

This is well defined because the norm sends 1-units to 1-units and it is
possible to take the f -th root without ambiguity.
Lemma 3.7. The map Ψy extends to a group homomorphism Ψy : GS →
×
C×
∞ and induces a C∞ -character on IF .
Proof: Since WS is generated by the Artin symbols, we just put
 Y
Y
nν
φν
=
Ψy (φν )nν .
Ψy (σ) = Ψy
ν6∈S

ν6∈S
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Now Ψy : WS → C×
∞ is a continuous homomorphism (as a composition of
continuous maps) and it can be extended to the topological closure GS .
It is well defined (by Lemma 3.6) and can be extended to idéles via the
natural injective map
Y
ϕ : I −→ IF , given by ϕ(a) =
πνvν (a) ,
ν

Q ×
and the reciprocity map recS : IF → GS . Since Ker(recS ) = F × ·
Oν ,
ν6∈S
Q nν
the map recS ◦ϕ is still injective. Obviously σ =
φν ∈ WS is
ν6∈S

(recS ◦ϕ)

Y

ν nν


= (recS ◦ϕ)(a)

ν6∈S

for some fractional ideal a in I, and Ψy (σ) does not depend on the chosen
expression for σ.
We mention that the interpretation of Ψy as a C×
∞ -character on Sidéles is the approach suggested in [1, Theorem 3.8 and Remark 3.9].
We shall see a more explicit relation between Ψy and recS in the special
case presented in the next section.
The extension Ψy : Z[GS ]JXK → C∞ JXK gives an interpolation formula for the Goss Zeta-function (the case of the Carlitz cyclotomic extension is presented in [4, Theorem 4.2]).
Theorem 3.8. For every s = (x, y) ∈ S∞ we have
Y
Ψy (ΘS (X))(x) = ζA (−s)
(1 − ν s ).
ν∈S, ν6=∞

Proof: Let ν be a prime outside S, assume [ν] has order n in I/P+ , and
let α be a positive element such that ν n = (α). By definition hνin∞ =
hαi∞ . Now write n = pr n0 with (p, n0 ) = 1 and let u ∈ U1 (∞) be the only
0
r
1-unit verifying un = hαi∞ , so that hνi∞ is a root of f (X) = X p − u ∈
F∞ [X]. Let g(X) be the minimal polynomial of hνi∞ over F∞ . Since
l
k
f (X) is totally inseparable, it must be f (X) = g(X)p and g(X) = X p −
l
v, where l, k, and v satisfy r = k + l and u = v p . Then F∞ (hνi∞ )/F∞
has degree pk , while F∞,V /F∞ (hνi∞ ) has degree f /pk . Therefore
k

k

N (hνi∞ ) = NF∞ (hνi∞ )/F∞ (hνi∞ )f /p = v f /p = hνif∞
(everything works for p = 2 as well since in that case v = −v).
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Hence Ψy (φν ) = hνi−y
∞ and
Y
Y
dν −1
=
(1 − hνiy∞ xdν )−1
Ψy (ΘS (X))(x) =
(1 − Ψy (φ−1
ν )x )
ν6∈S

ν6∈S

= ζA (−s)

Y

s

(1 − ν ).

ν∈S, ν6=∞

3.3. A special case. Here we provide a link between Ψy and the Artin
reciprocity map assuming that the class number of F is 1 and that d∞ =
1 (the hypotheses we shall use in Section 5). In particular F∞ = Fq and
every element of F × can be written uniquely as product of a constant and
a positive element. We choose an uniformizer at ∞ by simply taking a
prime p 6= ∞ of degree 1, letting πp be its unique positive generator, and
then putting π∞ := πp−1 . Note that this uniformizer is positive and is an
element of F 1 . Finally note that, in the notations of Proposition 3.3,
FV = F and F∞,V = F∞ . Therefore, Ψy (φν ) = hπν i−y
∞ belongs to U1 (∞).
×
be the kernel of the sign function. The natural
Theorem 3.9. Let F∞,+
inclusion
Y
×
F∞,+
×
Oν× =: H ,−→ IF
ν6=∞

induces an isomorphism H ' IF /F × .
Proof: Let i = (i∞ , iν1 , iν2 , . . . ) and j = (j∞ , jν1 , jν2 , . . . ) be two idéles
in H with the same image in IF /F × , i.e. there is an x ∈ F × such that
i = xj. For every ν 6= ∞, iν = xjν yields vν (x) = 0 becauseP
iν and jν are
units. Moreover the product formula implies v∞ (x) = −
dν vν (x) =
ν6=∞

0 and so x is a constant. Finally since i∞ = xj∞ and both i∞ and j∞
are positive, we have x = 1.
To complete the proof we need surjectivity. Let i = (i∞ , iν1 , iν2 , . . . ) ∈
IF and put
Y
xi = sgn(i∞ )−1
πν−vν (iν ) ∈ F × .
ν6=∞

It is easy to check that the idéle xi i is in H, and the proof is complete.
Q × ×
Let CF := IF /F × and consider the subgroup OS =
Oν /F : by
ν6∈S

class field theory, the Artin map induces a continuous embedding recS :
CF /OS ,→ GS , which is not surjective because GS is profinite, while
1 If F is the rational function field F (t) and ∞ = 1 , we are simply taking as uniq
t
formizer the element π∞ = 1/(t − α), where α is any element of F×
q and p = (t − α).
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the quotient CF /OS is not. Let C\
F /OS be the profinite completion
of CF /OS . Then the map recS extends to an isomorphism of topological
∼
groups rec
c S : C\
→ GS and, by Theorem 3.9, one has the isomorF /OS −
phism
Y
[
C\
Oν× ,
F /OS ' hπ∞ i × U1 (∞) ×
ν∈S
ν6=∞

[
b
where hπ
b the canonical projection C\
∞ i ' Z. We denote by π
F /OS 
U1 (∞).
Theorem 3.10. For every y ∈ Zp we have the following commutative
diagram
GS

Ψy

rec
c −1
S

C\
F /OS

U1 (∞)
y

π
b

U1 (∞),

where y denotes the raise-to-the-power y map.
Proof: First, we prove the case y = 1. Since GS is the topological closure
of WS and all maps are continuous, it is enough to show that Ψ1 (φν ) =
−1
π
b ◦ rec
c S (φν ) for every ν 6∈ S.
The local Artin map recν sends πν to φν , because the extension FS /F
is unramified at ν. Let iν be the idéle whose ν-coordinate is equal to πν
and whose µ-coordinates for µ 6= ν are all equal to 1, and let [iν ] ∈ CF
be its equivalence class. Then
φν = recS ([iν ]) = recS ([πν−1 iν ])
and, noting that πν−1 iν ∈ H, we obtain
−1

π
b ◦ rec
c S (φν ) = hπν−1 i∞ = Ψ1 (φν ).
For a general y ∈ Zp note that, for any Artin symbol φν , we have
Ψy (φν ) = Ψ1 (φν )y .

4. Stickelberger series and ν-adic Zeta-functions
Fix a place ν different from ∞. In this section we consider a ν-adic
analogue of the Goss Zeta-function. Let Fν , Cν , Fν , and πν be the νadic versions of the objects defined for the place ∞. Fix an algebraic
closure F of F and let ι : F ,→ Cν be an F -embedding that is the identity
on the compositum of the algebraic closure of Fq and FV . All the objects
that we define here depend on ι, but we will omit this dependency to
simplify notations.
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The field Fν,V := ι(FV )Fν will play the role of F∞,V . As in Proposition 3.3, one can show that Fν,V is a p-extension of Fν with degree dividing h+ (A). The residue field of Fν,V is still Fν and the cyclic group Z/|F×
ν|
×
acts on its multiplicative subgroup. Let Sν = C×
ν × Zp × Z/|Fν |, which
×
is a subgroup of the group of C×
ν -valued characters on Fν , and take
sν
sν = (x, y, j) ∈ Sν . We have to define the exponential I ∈ C×
ν for
every fractional ideal I ∈ I coprime with ν.
For s1 = (π∗−1 , 1) ∈ S∞ the element I s1 ∈ FV is a root of the polyno+
+
mial X h (A) − α, where α is the unique positive generator of I h (A) , so
the valuation at ν of I s1 is equal to zero. Hence ι(I s1 ) is a unit in Fν,V
and can be written uniquely as a product
ι(I s1 ) = ω(I)hIiν ,
for some ω(I) ∈ F×
ν and hIiν a 1-unit of Fν,V . With the above notation,
it is easy to check that the map ω : Iν → F×
ν , sending I to ω(I), is a
group homomorphism on the group Iν of fractional ideals prime with ν
(it is basically a Teichmüller character ).
Finally, for sν = (x, y, j) ∈ Sν and I ∈ Iν , we define
I sν = xdeg(I) ω(I)j hIiyν .
We can embed Z in Sν via the map j ∈ Z 7→ sν,j = (1, j, j) ∈ Sν and
one can show that this ν-adic exponential satisfies properties analogous
to the ones of Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 4.1. For every sν , tν ∈ Sν , I, J ∈ Iν , and i, j ∈ Z, one has
(a) I sν +tν = I sν I tν and (IJ)sν = I sν J sν .
(b) (I sν,i )sν,j = I sν,ij and I sν,j = I sj . In particular, I sν,j is algebraic
over F .
Definition 4.2. The ν-adic Goss Zeta-function is defined as
X
Y
ζν (sν ) =
a−sν =
(1 − p−sν )−1 .
a∈Iν , a>0

p6=ν,∞

4.1. Interpolation of the ν-adic Zeta-function. We look for an
analogue of Theorem 3.8 for ζν (sν ). This will be done only for primes ν ∈
S − {∞}, so for the rest of this section we take such a prime ν assuming #S > 2. Let fν be the degree of the extension Fν,V /Fν and denote
×
by Nν : Fν,V
→ Fν× the norm map. Take (y, j) ∈ Zp × Z/|F×
ν | and, for
p 6∈ S, put
y/fν
Ψy,j (φp ) = Nν (hpi−1
ω(p)−j ,
ν )
which is well defined by Lemma 3.6. Adapting the proof of Lemma 3.7
one obtains
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Lemma 4.3. For every (y, j) ∈ Zp × Z/|F×
ν | the map Ψy,j extends to a
continuous ring homomorphism Z[GS ]JXK → Cν JXK.

Here is the relation between Stickelberger series and the ν-adic Zetafunction.
Theorem 4.4. For every sν = (x, y, j) ∈ Sν (with ν ∈ S − {∞}) we
have
Y
Ψy,j (ΘS (X))(x) = ζν (−sν )
(1 − psν ).
p∈S
p6=ν,∞

Proof: Le p be a prime not in S, n the exact order of [p] in I/P+ , and
α a positive element such that pn = (α). We have (pn )s1 = (α)s1 = α
and so
ω(p)n hpinν = ι(ps1 )n = ι(α)s1 = α,
which leads to hpinν = hαiν .
Proceeding like in Theorem 3.8, one finds that Fν,V /Fν (hpν i) has
degree fν /pk and
k

Nν (hpiν ) = NK/Fν (hpiν )fν /p = hpifνν .
From this we obtain that Ψy,j (φp ) = ω(p)−j hpi−y
ν and
Y
Y
−1
dp −1
Ψy,j (ΘS (X)) =
(1 − Ψy,j (φp )X ) =
(1 − ω(p)j hpiyν X dp )−1 .
p6∈S

p6∈S

Hence
Ψy,j (ΘS (X))(x) =

Y

(1−ω(p)j hpiyν xdp )−1 = ζν (−sν )

p6∈S

Y

(1−psν ).

p∈S
p6=ν,∞

4.2. Interpolation via a ν-adic L-function. We investigate the values of ν-adic Zeta-functions at integers, introducing ν-adic L-series to
interpolate them. This is one of the main features of Iwasawa theory,
where p-adic L-functions (for p a prime in a global field) usually represent the analytic counterpart of characteristic ideals of Iwasawa modules.
We shall use the following (see [15, Lemma 8.8.1] or [30, Theorem 5.1.2]).
Lemma 4.5. Let K be a function field with constant field Fq , v any
normalized valuation on K, and W ⊂ K an Fq -vector space with finite
dimension. Assume that v(w) > 0 for every w ∈ W . If i is an integer
with 0 6 i < (q − 1) dimFq W , then for every x ∈ K we have
X
(x + w)i = 0.
w∈W
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For each pair of non negative integers j and n, we define
X
X
Sn (j)X n ∈ FV JXK.
Sn (j) =
asj and Z(X, j) =
n>0

a>0, deg a=n

Lemma 4.6. The Z(X, j) are polynomials of degree less than or equal
j
to d∞ + 2g + q−1
.
 j 
.
Proof: Fix a non negative integer j and an n > d∞ + 2g + q−1
+
For any ` = 1, . . . , h , fix a representative a` ∈ I for the class C`
of I/P+ . Then
+

Sn (j) =

h
X

+

X

sj

a

=

j=1 a>0, a∈C`
deg(a)=n

h
X

+

s
a` j

j=1

·

X

j

α :=

h
X

Sn (C` , j).

j=1

α∈F+ , αa` >0
deg(α)=n−deg(a` )

To prove Sn (C` , j) = 0, we put n` = n − deg(a` ) and only consider the
case d∞ | n` , otherwise the claim is trivial. Let X := {α ∈ F+ : deg(α) =
n` and αa` > 0}. Denote by D1 the divisor Div(a` ) + (n` /d∞ − 1)∞ and
by L(D1 ) := {α ∈ F × : Div(α) + D1 > 0} the associated Riemann–Roch
space. The set L(D1 ) acts freely by translation on X . Write X as the
union of r orbits Xl and fix a representative xl ∈ Xl . Then
s

Sn (C` , j) = a` j

r
X

X

s

(u + xl )j = a` j

r
X
l=1

l=1 u∈L(D1 )

xjl

X

(w + 1)j .

w∈x−1
l L(D1 )

We have v∞ (xl ) = −n` /d∞ and v∞ (u) > 1 − n` /d∞ . Therefore v∞ (w)
−1
is positive for every w ∈ x−1
l L(D1 ) and the vector space xl L(D1 )
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.5. Hence the inner sum is zero when
j < (q − 1) dimFq L(D1 ) = (q − 1)(n − d∞ − g + 1) (the last equality
comes from the Riemann–Roch Theorem).
The polynomials Z(X, j) are strictly related to the special values of
the Goss Zeta-function since we have that Z(1, j) = ζA (−sj ) for any j ∈
N. We provide here a ν-adic interpolation of this polynomials, which will
be linked to the special values of the ν-adic Goss Zeta-function.
Definition 4.7. For any y ∈ Zp and i ∈ Z/|F∗ν |, the ν-adic L-series is
defined by

X X
i
i
y
Lν (X, y, ω ) =
ω(a) haiν X n .
n>0

a∈Iν , a>0
deg(a)=n
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Proposition 4.8. For every sν = (x, y, i) ∈ Sν we have
Lν (x, y, ω i ) = ζν (−sν ).

(5)

Proof: For a fractional ideal a coprime with ν, we have asν= ω(a)ihaiyν xdeg a,
so
X X
Lν (x, y, ω i ) =
ω(a)i haiyν xn
n>0 a∈Iν , a>0
deg(a)=n

=

X

X

X

asν =

n>0 a∈Iν , a>0
deg(a)=n

asν = ζν (−sν ).

a∈Iν , a>0

The previous proposition, Theorem 4.4, and Subsection 2.3 show that
the function Lν (X, y, ω i ) converges on the closed unit disc. Since our
application to class groups will only require specialization at X = 1 we
do not deal with its entireness here (which anyway can be proved just
like the entireness of ζA ).
The relation with the polynomials Z(X, j) for some particular values
of i and j can be made more explicit. In particular, the following theorem shows that, for some i and j, the series Lν (X, y, ω i ) is actually a
polynomial. Computations will shift between ∞ and ν using formulas
seen in Subsection 3.2.
Theorem 4.9. Assume that ν ∈ S − {∞}.
(a) Let i and j be two non negative integers such that i ≡ j (mod q dν −
1). Then
Lν (X, j, ω i ) = Z(X, j)(1 − ν sj X dν ).
In particular, Lν (X, j, ω i ) is a polynomial.
(b) For every y ∈ Zp we have
Lν (X, y, ω i ) ≡ Z(X, i)

(mod ν),

where ν denotes any prime of FV lying above ν.
Proof: (a) Using the unique factorization of ideals in A and the multiplicativity on I of the maps I 7→ hIiν and I 7→ ω(I), one rewrites
Y
(6)
Lν (X, j, ω i ) =
(1 − ω(p)i hpijν X dp )−1 .
p6=ν,∞

In the proof of Theorem 4.4 we have seen that this product is equal to
Y
Ψj,i (ΘS (X)) ·
(1 − ω(p)i hpijν X dp )−1 .
p∈S
p6=∞,ν
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Since i ≡ j (mod q dν − 1) and ι is the identity on ps1 ∈ FV , one has
i
j
j
j
s1 j
sj
Ψj,i (φ−1
p ) = ω(p) hpiν = ω(p) hpiν = ι(p ) = p
−jdp

= π∗

−jdp

hpij∞ = Ψj (φ−1
p )π∗

.

Therefore
Ψj,i (ΘS (X)) =

Y

dp −1
(1 − Ψj,i (φ−1
p )X )

p6∈S

=

Y

−jdp

(1 − Ψj (φ−1
p )π∗

X dp )−1 = Ψj (ΘS (π∗−j X)),

p6∈S

and
(7)

Lν (X, j, ω i ) = Ψj (ΘS (π∗−j X)) ·

Y

(1 − psj X dp )−1 .

p∈S
p6=∞,ν

The same arguments used to obtain (6) yield
Y
Z(X, j) =
(1 − hpij∞ (π∗−j X)dp )−1 ,
p6=∞

which can be rewritten as
Z(X, j) = Ψj (ΘS (π∗−j X)) ·

Y

(1 − psj X dp )−1 .

p∈S
p6=∞

Together with (7), this leads to Lν (X, j, ω i ) = Z(X, j)(1 − ν sj X dν ).
(b) For every ideal a we have haiyν ≡ 1 ≡ haiiν (mod ν). Hence

X X
ω(a)i haiyν X n
Lν (X, y, ω i ) =
n>0 a∈Iν , a>0
deg(a)=n

≡

X

X

ω(a)

i



haiiν

X n (mod ν) = Lν (X, i, ω i ) (mod ν)

n>0 a∈Iν , a>0
deg(a)=n

= Z(X, i)(1−ν si X dν ) (mod ν) ≡ Z(X, i) (mod ν).
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5. Stickelberger series and class groups
In this section we shall deal with the algebraic side of the theory. We
study the p-part of class groups of degree zero divisors of the finite subextension of a Z∞
p -extension of F generated by the torsion of a Hayes module. The main result is the computation of the Fitting ideal of the inverse
limit of such groups (Theorem 5.22), which turns out to be generated by
(a specialization of) our Stickelberger series. This provides one instance
of the Main Conjecture in our setting: the link between the Fitting ideal
(i.e. the Stickelberger series) and the various L-functions has been described in details in the previous sections. Our strategy, which heavily
relies on the computations by Greither and Popescu in [17] and [18],
puts emphasis on finite subextensions. This approach, closer to the classical one in characteristic zero, has been suggested and developed in [1]
for F = Fq (t).
Remark 5.1. An alternative path using limits of characteristic ideals
has been described in [5], where the authors study Z∞
p -extensions of
global function fields using Zdp -filtrations (and the Main Conjecture for
them proved originally by Crew in [13] and more recently by Burns
and Khue, Lai, and Tan in [9]). This approach has been applied also to
Iwasawa theory for elliptic curves and abelian varieties in [6], building
on structure theorems for Selmer groups (see, e.g. [27], [28], and [7])
and the only available Main Conjecture in this setting, i.e. the one for
constant abelian varieties in [21]. Applications to a Main Conjecture for
Z∞
p -extensions and to Akashi series are provided in [6, Theorem 3.10]
and [8, Section 3]. It would be interesting to try to apply the finite
subextension approach to this abelian varieties setting as well.
Some results of this section (basically Theorems 5.10 and 5.17) already
appeared in [4, Section 3] as a specialization of more general computations provided in [4, Section 2]. We decided to include a short account
here as well for completeness.
Throughout this section we will assume that d∞ = 1 and that p does
not divide h0 (F ). Under these assumptions we have the following simplifications:
• the residue field F∞ coincides with the field of constants Fq ;
• every principal ideal admits a positive generator;
• the class number of the ring of integers A is equal to h0 (F );
• the field F∞,V coincides with the field F∞ ;
• for every a ∈ F : deg(a) = −v∞ (a);
• π∗ = π∞ .
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As mentioned in the introduction, the first assumption is needed to ensure that all extensions we deal with are geometric and it is not really
restrictive because we can reduce to this case by extending the constant
field of F . The assumption on h0 (F ) is more crucial (but not too restrictive) because we are going to deal with the characters of a Galois group
whose cardinality is divisible by h0 (F ) (see Subsection 5.2.2).
5.1. Hayes extensions. Let HA be the Hilbert class field of A, i.e. the
maximal abelian unramified extension of F which is totally split at ∞.
Since the prime ∞ has degree 1, the constant field of HA is Fq . Class
field theory implies that Pic(A) ' Gal(HA /F ) and the isomorphism
is provided by the Artin reciprocity map. In particular, the class of a
fractional ideal a is sent to its Frobenius in Gal(HA /F ) and, in case the
support of a is disjoint from S, this is simply the restriction of its Artin
symbol φa ∈ GS .
Definition 5.2. We denote by HA {τ } the ring of skew-polynomials
in the variable τ with coefficients in HA , where τ f = f q τ . A Hayes
module (or sign-normalized rank 1 Drinfeld module) is a homomorphism
of Fq -algebras Φ : A → HA {τ } such that
(a) The image of A is not contained in HA .
(b) For every a ∈ A the coefficient of degree 0 of Φa := Φ(a) is equal
to a.
(c) For every a ∈ A the degree in τ of Φa is equal to deg(a) (i.e. Φ has
rank 1).
(d) For every a ∈ A the leading coefficient of Φa is sgn(a) (i.e. Φ is
sign-normalized).
For details on the Hayes modules and on the properties mentioned
below, the reader may refer to [15, Chapter 7], [19], and [24].
For every a ∈ A and x ∈ F put a · x := Φa (x); this defines an
A-module structure on F . For any integral ideal a of A, consider the
left ideal of HA {τ } generated by all the elements Φa with a ∈ a. Since
HA {τ } is right-Euclidean, we have that every left ideal is principal and
we denote by Φa the unique monic generator of the ideal (Φa : a ∈ a).
Definition 5.3. The a-torsion of F is the set
Φ[a] := {x ∈ F : Φa (x) = 0}.
It is finite for any a 6= 0 and it is an A/a-module isomorphic to A/a.
We put F (a) := HA (Φ[a]). The following theorem explains how the
a-torsion of a Hayes module can be used to define extensions of F analogous to the cyclotomic extension of Q.
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Theorem 5.4. The field F (a) is a geometric, abelian Galois extension
of F which verifies
(a) The only ramified primes in F (a)/HA are the primes of HA dividing a and ∞.
(b) Gal(F (a)/HA ) ' (A/a)× via an isomorphism sending a ∈ A to σa ,
where σa (λ) = Φa (λ) for every λ ∈ Φ[a].
(c) The isomorphism in (b) sends the decomposition and inertia groups
of ∞ to F×
q .
(d) If pn is the exact power of p dividing a, then the isomorphism in (b)
sends the inertia group of p to (A/pn )× .
We fix a prime p and put S = {p, ∞}. For any n > 0 let Fn := F (pn+1 )
and Gn = Gal(Fn /F ). From part (b) of Theorem 5.4 we have that Fn /F0
is a finite p-extension and that F0 /F has degree h0 (F )(q dp −1). Since we
assumed h0 (F ) coprime with p, we obtain a decomposition Gn ' G0 ×Γn ,
where Γn = Gal(Fn /F0 ) is a p-group and G0 has order prime with p.
The fields Fn form an Iwasawa tower: if we put F = ∪Fn , then
G∞ := Gal(F/F ) = lim Gn ' G0 × lim Γn =: G0 × Γ∞ ,
←−
←−
∞
with Γ∞ ' Zp . Note that the only primes which ramify in F/F are p
and ∞, so F ⊆ FS . The following diagram gives a recap of the fields and
Galois groups introduced above.
G0

F

Pic(A)

Γ∞

HA

Γn

F0

Fn

F

FS

Gn
G∞
GS

Regarding the behaviour of primes in these extensions, we recall that
• any prime different from p and ∞ is unramified everywhere;
• p is unramified in HA /F and totally ramified in F/HA ;
• ∞ is totally split in HA /F , it ramifies (not totally in general)
in F0 /HA with inertia group isomorphic to F×
q , and it is again
totally split in F/F0 .
5.2. Fitting ideals and the Greither–Popescu Theorem. Fix an
algebraic closure Fq of Fq and let γ be the arithmetic Frobenius, i.e. a
topological generator of GF := Gal(Fq /Fq ). For every field L we put
Lar := Fq L. When L = Fn (resp. F), we have that Fnar (resp. F ar ) is
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Galois over F , with Galois group isomorphic to Gn ×GF (resp. G∞ ×GF )
since Fn (resp. F) is a geometric extension of F .
We recall here the definition of Fitting ideal of a finitely generated
module. For an in-depth discussion the reader may refer to [23, Chapter 3] or to the appendix of [22] for the main properties. Let R be any
commutative and unitary ring, let M be a finitely generated R-module,
and fix a set of generators {m1 , . . . , mr } for M . A relation vector between the generators mi is an element a = (a1 , . . . , ar ) ∈ Rr such that
P
ai mi = 0. A matrix of relations is any q ×r matrix, with q > r, whose
rows are relation vectors.
Definition 5.5. The Fitting ideal of M , denoted FittR (M ), is the ideal
generated by the determinants of all the r × r minors of all the matrices
of relations of M .
It is well known that FittR (M ) does not depend on the chosen set of
generators, and moreover it is enough to consider square relation matrices of dimension r. We recall that FittR (M ) ⊆ AnnR (M ), i.e. we can
have a nontrivial ideal only for torsion modules.
5.2.1. The modules Hn (ν). For every prime ν of F there exists only
a finite number of primes of Fnar lying above ν. In particular,
• there are dp h0 (F ) primes dividing p;
• there are h0 (F )q ndp (q dp − 1)/(q − 1) primes dividing ∞.
Let Hn (ν) be the free Zp -module generated by the primes of Fnar lying
above ν. Let In (ν) ⊆ Gn be the inertia group of ν. Since for ν = ∞
such group does not depend on n, we shall simply write In (∞) =: I∞ .
We have that Hn (ν) is also a free Zp [Gn /In (ν)]-module of rank dν , and
there is a natural action of GF on Hn (ν). We are interested in studying
the structure of Hn (ν) as a Zp [Gn ]JGF K-module.
For ν ∈ {p, ∞} we denote by Frν any lift to Gn of the Frobenius map
in Gn /In (ν). Since the decomposition and inertia groups of ∞ coincide,
we can choose Fr∞ = 1. The same choice is valid for p if and only if p is
totally split in HA .
Definition 5.6. The Euler factor at ν is
dν
eν (X) := 1 − Fr−1
∈ Zp [Gn ]JXK.
ν X

Since we will also need to specialize the variable X at γ −1 , we put
−dν
eν := eν (γ −1 ) = 1 − Fr−1
∈ Zp [Gn ]JGF K.
ν γ

The statements of [18, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2], adapted to our setting,
translate into
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Lemma 5.7. For ν ∈ {p, ∞}, let Augν,n := (τ − 1 : τ ∈ In (ν)) be the
augmentation ideal of In (ν) in Zp [Gn ]JGF K. Then
(a) FittZp [Gn ]JGF K (Hn (ν)) = (eν ) for any ν 6= p, ∞.
(b) FittZp [Gn ]JGF K (Hn (∞)) = (e∞ , Aug∞,n ).
(c) FittZp [Gn ]JGF K (Hn (p)) = (ep , Augp,n ).

Since the Hn (ν) are free Zp [Gn /In (ν)]-modules, we have isomorphisms
• If ν 6= p, ∞
• If ν = ∞

Hn (ν) ' Zp [Gn ]JGF K/(eν ).
Hn (∞) ' Zp [G0 /F×
q × Γn ]JGF K/(e∞ ).

• If ν = p
Hn (p) ' Zp [Pic(A)]JGF K/(ep ).
c0 := Hom(G0 , C× ) be a com5.2.2. Complex characters. Let χ ∈ G
plex character for G0 . To include its values we shall extend scalars to
the Witt ring W = Zp [ζ], where ζ denotes any primitive root of unity of
order |G0 | (recall that we are assuming (|G0 |, p) = 1). We let
1 X
eχ :=
χ(g −1 )g ∈ W [G0 ]
|G0 |
g∈G0

be the idempotent associated to χ. For any W [G0 ]-module M , we denote
its χ-part by M (χ) := eχ M . For any Zp [G0 ]-module M , we shall abuse
notations a bit and write M (χ) to denote (W ⊗Zp M )(χ). This will
not have any effect on the numerous exact sequences we are going to
consider, because W is a flat Zp -module. Finally recall that if G0 acts
trivially on M , then
(
W ⊗Zp M if χ = χ0 ,
M (χ) =
0
if χ 6= χ0 ,
where as usual χ0 denotes the trivial character.
Definition 5.8. Let χ be a character of G0 . We will distinguish three
types of characters:
(a) χ is said to be of type 1 if χ(I∞ ) 6= 1;
(b) χ is said to be of type 2 if χ(I∞ ) = 1 and χ(Gal(F0 /HA )) 6= 1;
(c) χ is said to be of type 3 if χ(Gal(F0 /HA )) = 1.
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Recall that d∞ = 1 and Fr∞ = 1, so that e∞ = 1 − γ −1 . Taking
χ-parts in Lemma 5.7 we get
(
0
if χ is of type 1,
(8)
Hn (∞)(χ) '
W [Γn ] otherwise.
For the prime p we have the exact sequence (again from Lemma 5.7)
(9) eχ (1−Frp−1 γ −dp )W [Pic(A)]JGF K

eχ W [Pic(A)]JGF K

Hn (p)(χ),

which leads to
(
(10) Hn (p)(χ) '

0
if χ is of type 1 or 2,
−1 −dp
) otherwise.
W JGF K/(1 − χ(Frp )γ

5.2.3. The theorem of Greither and Popescu. Let Xn be the projective curve defined over Fq and associated with Fn . Let
Jac(Xn )(Fq ) ' Div0 (Fnar )/{Div(x) : x ∈ (Fnar )× }
be the set of Fq -rational points of its Jacobian. Following [17, Section 2],
we define the Deligne’s Picard 1-motive Mn := MS (Fnar ) as the group
morphism Div0 (Fnar ) → Jac(Xn )(Fq ) which induces the isomorphism
above. In terms of [17, Definition 2.3] it is the morphism associated
to (Xn , Fq , S(Fnar ), ∅), where S(Fnar ) is the set of primes of Fnar lying
above primes in S and the choice of ∅ is justified by [17, Remark 2.7].
The m-torsion Mn [m] of Mn (see [17, Definition 2.5]) fits into the exact
sequence
0 −→ Jac(Xn )(Fq )[m] −→ Mn [m] −→ Div0 (S(Fnar )) ⊗ Z/mZ −→ 0
(where Div0 (S(Fnar )) are the divisors supported on S(Fnar )) and behaves
well with respect to norm maps so that we can define its p-adic Tate
module as Tp (Mn ) = lim Mn [pm ].
←−
We denote by Tp (Fn ) := Tp (Jac(Xn )(Fq )) the p-adic Tate module of
the Jacobian of Xn . Our next task is to study the structure of Tp (Fn )
as a Galois module over Zp [Γn ]JGF K and a crucial role will be played by
Theorem 5.9 below.
Let Θn (X) (resp. Θ∞ (X)) be the projection of the Stickelberger series ΘS (X) to the ring Z[Gn ]JXK (resp. ZJG∞ KJXK), which is easily
seen to be the Stickelberger series associated to the extension Fn /F
(resp. F/F ). Actually, one obtains an equivalent definition for ΘS (X)
by taking the inverse limit (with respect to projections) of the Stickelberger series of the subextensions of FS .
In [17, Theorem 4.3] the authors prove the following
Theorem 5.9. One has FittZp [Gn ]JGF K (Tp (Mn )) = (Θn (γ −1 )).
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Note that evaluating the Stickelberger series Θn (X) at X = γ −1
makes sense because of Proposition 2.4.
5.3. Fitting ideals for Tate modules: finite level. We define Dn
to be the kernel of the deg map in the following exact sequence
deg

0 −→ Dn −→ Hn (∞) ⊕ Hn (p) −−→ Zp −→ 0.
Since G0 acts trivially on Zp we have


0
if χ is of type 1,



W [Γn ]
if χ is of type 2,
(11) Dn (χ) '
−1 −dp

) if χ is of type 3
W [Γn ] ⊕ W JGF K/(1 − χ(Frp )γ


and χ 6= χ0 .
In [17, after Definition 2.6] the authors provide the following exact sequence
0 −→ Tp (Fn ) −→ Tp (Mn ) −→ Dn −→ 0.

(12)

For every character χ we denote by Θn (X,χ) the only element of Z[Γn ]JXK
that satisfies Θn (X, χ)eχ = eχ Θn (X). Then we have the following (see
also [4, Theorem 3.2]):
c0 be a character of type 1 or 2. Then
Theorem 5.10. Let χ ∈ G
where we put

FittW [Γn ]JGF K (Tp (Fn )(χ)) = (Θ]n (γ −1 , χ)),

Θ]n (γ −1 , χ) =


−1

Θn (γ , χ)

if χ is of type 1,

−1

Θ (γ , χ)

 n
if χ is of type 2.
1 − γ −1
Proof: Take χ-parts in (12) and use (11) to get:
• If χ is of type 1, Dn (χ) = 0 and Tp (Fn )(χ) ' Tp (Mn )(χ).
• If χ is of type 2, Dn (χ) = W [Γn ] ' W [Γn ]JGF K/(1 − γ −1 ) is a
cyclic W [Γn ]JGF K-module: hence we can apply [11, Lemma 3] and
obtain
(1 − γ −1 ) FittW [Γn ]JGF K (Tp (Fn )(χ)) = FittW [Γn ]JGF K (Tp (Mn )(χ))
= (Θn (γ −1 , χ)).

When χ is a character of type 3 things get more involved, since Dn (χ)
is not cyclic and we can only compute the Fitting ideal of some dual of
the Tate module; details can be found in [12, Section 2.5] or in [4,
Section 3].
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5.4. Fitting ideals for Tate modules: infinite level. To prove an
analog of Theorem 5.10 for the infinite level F ar we need to study the
relation between Tp (Fn ) and Tp (Fm ) for n > m. Let Γnm := Gal(Fn /Fm )
and let IΓnm be the associated augmentation ideal in W [Γn ]. We recall
that Fn /Fm is totally ramified at all primes lying above p and unramified everywhere else. Moreover, the number of primes in Fm above p is
the same for all m and coincides with the number of primes of HA lying
above p.
We denote by C n the p-part of the class group of degree zero divisors
of Fnar and we recall that Tp (Fn ) = Hom(Qp /Zp , C n ). Thus, there are
n
natural maps Nm
: Tp (Fn ) → Tp (Fm ) and im
n : Tp (Fm ) → Tp (Fn ) induced
by norms and inclusions, respectively. We define
Tp (F)(χ) = lim Tp (Fn )(χ),
←−
where the limit is taken with respect to the norm maps. The limit Tp(F)(χ)
is a module over the profinite (non-noetherian) algebra ΛF:= W JΓ∞ KJGF K;
our next goal is to compute its Fitting ideal.
Norms and inclusions are defined on the modules Tp (Mn ) and Dn
as well. In particular, im
n : Tp (Mm ) ,→ Tp (Mn ) is injective and satisfies
n
Tp (Mn )Γm = im
n (Tp (Mm )) (see [17, Theorem 3.1]) and the composin
◦ im
tion Nm
n is multiplication by [Fn : Fm ] (on both modules). All these
maps are compatible with the exact sequence (12), i.e. the following
diagram is commutative for every pair of indices n > m
0

Tp (Fn )
n
Nm

0

im
n

Tp (Fm )

Tp (Mn )
n
Nm

im
n

Tp (Mm )

Dn
n
Nm

0
im
n

Dn

0.

n
Lemma 5.11. The map Nm
: Tp (Mn ) → Tp (Mm ) is surjective, and its
kernel is IΓnm Tp (Mn ).

Proof: By [17, Theorem 3.9, part (2)] Tp (Mn ) is a free Zp [Γnm ]-module
(because Γnm is a p-group), hence cohomologically trivial, i.e.
b i (Γnm , Tp (Mn )) = 0 for every integer i,
H
b i (Γn , •) are Tate cohomology groups.
where the H
m
Specializing the previous equality at i = 0 we obtain
n

n
Nm
(Tp (Mn )) = Tp (Mn )Γm = im
n (Tp (Mm )) ' Tp (Mm ).

In a similar way we obtain the second part of the lemma by specializing
at i = −1.
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We can now prove an analogous result for the modules Tp (Fn ).
Proposition 5.12. Let χ be a character of type 1 or 2. Then the norm
n
Nm
: Tp (Fn )(χ) → Tp (Fm )(χ) is surjective and its kernel is IΓnmTp (Fn )(χ).
Proof: Consider the χ-part of the exact sequence (12), i.e.
(13)

0 −→ Tp (Fn )(χ) −→ Tp (Mn )(χ) −→ Dn (χ) −→ 0.

If χ is a character of type 1, then Tp (Fn )(χ) ' Tp (Mn )(χ) and this is a
restatement of Lemma 5.11.
If χ is of type 2, then Dn (χ) ' W [Γn ] so both Dn (χ) and Tp (Mn )(χ)
are cohomologically trivial. Hence
(14)

b i (Γnm , Tp (Fn )(χ)) = 0
H

for every integer i

and, specializing at i = −1, we obtain the statement for the kernel.
To prove surjectivity we take Γnm -invariants in (13) to obtain
n
n
b 1 (Γnm , Tp (Fn )(χ)).
0 −→ Tp (Fn )(χ)Γm −→ Tp (Mm )(χ) −→ Dn (χ)Γm −→ H
n

n

Note that Dn (χ)Γm ' W [Γn ]Γm ' W [Γm ] ' Dm (χ), so, comparing
n
with (13) with m in place of n, we get Tp (Fn )(χ)Γm ' Tp (Fm )(χ). Now
specializing (14) at i = 0 we obtain
n

n
Nm
(Tp (Fn )(χ)) = Tp (Fn )(χ)Γm ' Tp (Fm )(χ).

We are now ready to prove the main theorems of this section.
Theorem 5.13. Let χ be a character of type 1 or 2. Then Tp (F)(χ)
is a finitely generated ΛF -module. Moreover, if lim Θ]n (γ −1 , χ) 6= 0, then
←−
Tp (F)(χ) is torsion.
Proof: Fix m, and let Im be the augmentation ideal of Gal(F/Fm ) in
Λ := W JΓ∞ K. Let e
Im = ΛF ⊗W JΓ∞ K Im be the corresponding ideal
in ΛF = ΛJGF K, and recall that Im = lim IΓnm .
←
−
n
By Proposition 5.12 we have
n
Tp (Fm )(χ) = Nm
(Tp (Fn )(χ)) ' Tp (Fn )(χ)/IΓnm Tp (Fn )(χ).

This holds for every n > m and so
Tp (Fm )(χ) ' Tp (F)(χ)/e
Im Tp (F)(χ).
The module on the left is finitely generated over W [Γm ]JGF K = ΛF /e
Im
and, since the ideals e
Im form an open filtration of the profinite algebra ΛF , we can apply the generalized Nakayama Lemma of [3] and obtain
that Tp (F)(χ) is a finitely generated ΛF -module.
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Now we define the element Θ]∞ (γ −1 , χ) ∈ ΛF as

−1

Θ∞ (γ , χ) if χ is of type 1,
Θ]∞ (γ −1 , χ) = Θ (γ −1 , χ)

 ∞
if χ is of type 2,
1 − γ −1
i.e. the inverse limit of the generators of FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)), by
Theorem 5.10. Clearly Θ]∞ (γ −1 , χ)Tp (F)(χ) = 0 and this implies the
statement on torsion.
Now we know that the Fitting ideal of Tp (F)(χ) is well defined and
we proceed to compute a generator via a limit process.
Theorem 5.14. Let χ be a character of type 1 or 2. Then
FittΛF (Tp (F)(χ)) = (Θ]∞ (γ −1 , χ)).
Proof: The equalities
(Θ]∞ (γ −1 , χ)) = lim(Θ]n (γ −1 , χ)) = lim FittW [Γn ]JGF K (Tp (Fn )(χ))
←−
←−
reduce the proof to showing
FittΛF (Tp (F)(χ)) = lim FittW [Γn ]JGF K (Tp (Fn )(χ)).
←−
Tp (F)(χ)  Tp (Fm )(χ) be induced by the projection modLet
ulo e
Im Tp (F)(χ). These maps are obviously compatible with the norm
n
∞
◦Nn∞ for any n > m. Let t1 , . . . , tr be ΛF -generators
= Nm
maps, i.e. Nm
of Tp (F)(χ) and write K∞ for the kernel of the surjective map Λ⊕r
F 
Tp (F)(χ) that sends the i-th element of the canonical basis to ti . We
have an exact sequence
∞
:
Nm

(15)

0 −→ K∞ −→ Λ⊕r
F −→ Tp (F)(χ) −→ 0.

Since Nn∞ (t1 ), . . . , Nn∞ (tr ) generate Tp (Fn )(χ) over W [Γn ]JGF K, we can
construct similar exact sequences for every integer n, i.e.
0 −→ Kn −→ W [Γn ]JGF K⊕r −→ Tp (Fn )(χ) −→ 0,

where now the i-th element of the canonical basis is mapped to Nn∞ (ti ).
They all fit into the commutative diagrams
0

Kn
n
km

0

Km

n
n
where km
:= (πm
)|Kn .

W [Γn ]JGF K⊕r
n
πm

W [Γm ]JGF K⊕r

Tp (Fn )(χ)

0

n
Nm

Tp (Fm )(χ)

0,
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n
n
One has Ker(πm
) = (IΓnm W [Γn ]JGF K)⊕r and Ker(Nm
) = IΓnm Tp (Fn )(χ)
n
(by Proposition 5.12), so the map between them is surjective. Since πm
n
is surjective, the snake lemma implies that km is surjective as well and
the diagram above satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition which allows
us to take the inverse limit. Comparing this limit with (15), we obtain
K∞ = lim Kn .
←−
Let Mr (Km) be the set of r×r matrices whose entries are in W [Γm ]JGF K
and such that each row, seen as a vector in W [Γm ]JGF K⊕r , is in Km .
n
We still denote by km
the natural extension of the map Kn → Km
to Mr (Kn ) → Mr (Km ), which is surjective as well. By definition,
FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)) is the ideal generated by {det(Mm ) : Mm ∈
Mr (Km )}. The commutativity of the previous diagram yields, for each
Mn ∈ Mr (Kn ),
n
n
πm
(det(Mn )) = det(km
(Mn )).

Extending this construction to the infinite level (with analogous no∞
(det(M∞ )) ∈ FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)) for any
tations), we obtain πm
M∞ ∈ Mr (K∞ ). Hence, for any m,
∞
πm
(FittΛF (Tp (F)(χ))) ⊆ FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)),

and
FittΛF (Tp (F)(χ)) ⊆ lim FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)).
←−
The other inclusion needs a little bit more work, and basically
we follow the arguments of [16, Theorem 2.1]. Each element of
FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)) can be written as a linear combination
(16)

xm =

s
X

(i)
λi det(Mm
)

i=1

with λi ∈ W [Γm ]JGF K and

(i)
Mm

(i)

∈ Mr (Km ). Multiplying the first row of
(i)

the Mm by λi , we get matrices M m such that
xm =

s
X

(i)

det(M m ),

i=1

i.e. we can assume that all coefficients in (16) are 1. Since the number of
elements needed to generate Tp (Fm )(χ) (and Tp (F)(χ)) can be chosen
independently from m, one has that s can be chosen independently of m
as well.
Now put Bm := Mr (Km )⊕s with the induced topology and define the
(1)
(s)
non-linear operator φm : Bm → W [Γm ]JGF K by φm (Mm , . . . , Mm ) =
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(i)

P

det(Mm ). (We define φ∞ analogously.) This operator is continun
ous and its image is FittW [Γm ]JGF K (Tp (Fm )(χ)). We extend the map km
from Mr (Kn ) to Bn and get the commutative diagram
i

Bn

φn

W [Γn ]JGF K

n
km

Bm

n
πm

φm

W [Γm ]JGF K.

Now we take a sequence (xm )m∈N∈ lim FittW [Γm ]JGF K(Tp (Fm)(χ)), and look
←−
for an element b∞ ∈ B∞ such that (xm )m∈N = φ∞ (b∞ ) ∈ FittΛF (Tp (F)(χ)).
For any m, put Υm := φ−1
m (xm ). Then Υm is closed and, since
W [Γm ]JGF K is compact, Υm is compact as well. For each υn ∈ Υn we
have that
n
n
n
φm (km
(υn )) = πm
(φn (υn )) = πm
(xn ) = xm .
n
(Υn ) ⊆ Υm and we define
Thus km
\
n
Υm =
km
(Υn ) ⊆ Υm .
n>m
n
km

Since
is continuous, Υm is compact and not empty. Moreover, one
n
(Υn ) ⊆ Υm and we are going to prove equality
easily shows that km
between them. Let υ m ∈ Υm so that, for any n > m, there exists υn ∈
n
(υn ) = υ m . Now fix ` > 0 and, for n > m + `, consider
Υn with km
n
km+` (υn ) ∈ Υm+` as a sequence in n. Since Υm+` is compact, there
exists a convergent subsequence υnj whose limit we call υ m+` . Then, for
any n > m + `,
n

j
n
n
υ m+` = lim km+`
(υnj ) = lim (km+`
◦ knnj )(υnj ) ∈ km+`
(Υn ),

j→∞

j→∞
nj >n

m+`
m+`
(υ m+` ) = υ m , so the map km
i.e. υ m+` is in Υm+` . Obviously km
is surjective and we have constructed a coherent sequence b∞ := υ ∞ =
(υ m )m∈N ∈ B∞ . Since φm (υ m ) = xm for each integer m, we have that
φ∞ (b∞ ) = (xm )m∈N .

5.5. Fitting ideals for the class groups: finite level. Now we
turn to our primary interest: the p-part C`0 (Fn ) of the class groups
of degree zero divisors of the field Fn which, from now on, we shall
denote by Cn and which is naturally a finitely generated torsion W [Γn ]module. To compute its Fitting ideal we shall use specializations of
FittW [Γn ]JGF K (Tp (Fn )(χ)) as suggested by the following lemmas (for the
first see, e.g. [1, Lemma 4.6]; the second is a well known property of
Fitting ideals).
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Lemma 5.15. There is an isomorphism of Zp [Gn ]-modules
Tp (Fn )GF := Tp (Fn )/(1 − γ −1 )Tp (Fn ) ' Cn .
Lemma 5.16. Let M be a finitely generated torsion module over R. Let
I be any nontrivial ideal of R and consider the projection πI : R  R/I.
Then
FittR/I (M/IM ) = πI (FittR (M )).
Let π : W [Γn ]JGF K → W [Γn ] ' W [Γn ]JGF K/IGF be the canonical projection sending γ to 1. Combining Lemmas 5.15 and 5.16, and the computations of Theorem 5.10 we obtain
c0 be a character of type 1 or 2. Then
Theorem 5.17. Let χ ∈ G
FittW [Γn ] (Cn (χ)) = (Θ]n (1, χ)),
where


Θn (1, χ)



]
Θn (1, χ) =
Θn (γ −1 , χ)



1 − γ −1

if χ is of type 1,
if χ is of type 2.
γ=1

Proof: Just specialize Theorem 5.10 to γ = 1 recalling the convergence
properties of the Stickelberger series.
5.6. Fitting ideals for the class groups: infinite level and the
Main Conjecture. Now we approach the W JΓK-module C∞ := lim Cn ,
←−
n
where the limit is with respect to the norm maps Nm
: Cn → Cm .
We shall also consider maps im
n : Cm → Cn induced by the
P embeddings im
:
Div(F
)
→
Div(F
).
We
recall
that
for
any
D
=
m
n
n
ν nν ν ∈
P
P
Div(Fm ), we have im
(D)
:=
n
e(w|ν)w,
where
e(w|ν)
is
the
ramν
n
ν

w|ν

ification index of w over ν. In particular, since deg(im
n (D)) = [Fn :
Fm ] · deg(D), the image of a degree zero divisor still has degree zero,
n
moreover im
n (Div(Fm )) is Γm -invariant.
The following proposition gives us information on injectivity and surjectivity of N and i.
Proposition 5.18. Let F0 ⊆ K ⊂ E ⊂ F with [E : F0 ] finite. Then
E
(a) The norm map NK
: C`0 (E) → C`0 (K) is surjective.
0
0
(b) The map iK
E : C` (K) → C` (E) is injective.
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Proof: We recall that d∞ = 1 and that ∞ is totally split in F/F0 , hence
all primes in E and K dividing ∞ have degree 1 as well.
(a) This is just an application of class field theory for function fields; see,
e.g. [1, Lemma 5.4, part (3)].
(b) Let G := Gal(E/K) and, for any field L, let PL be the principal
divisors of L. Taking the G-cohomology in the exact sequence
×
0 −→ F×
q −→ E −→ PE −→ 0,

(17)
we get

×
G
0 −→ F×
q −→ K −→ PE −→ 0

and H 1 (G, PE ) = 0 (because of Hilbert 90 and (|G|, F×
q ) = 1). ComparG
= PK . Taking
ing this with the analogue of (17) for K we have that PE
the G-cohomology in
0 −→ PE −→ Div0 (E) −→ C`0 (E) −→ 0,
we obtain
G
0 −→ PE
= PK −→ Div0 (E)G −→ C`0 (E)G −→ H 1 (G, PE ),

which fits into the following commutative diagram
0

PK

Div0 (K)

C`0 (K)

(18)

0

iK
E

0

PK

Div0 (E)G

C`0 (E)G

0.

Applying the snake lemma we obtain the thesis.
From diagram (18) we also deduce that
(19)

0
0
0
G K
C`0 (E)G /iK
E (C` (K)) ' Div (E) /iE (Div (K)).

To perform a limit and move to the infinite level we still have to deal
E
with the kernel of the norm map NK
(χ) : C`0 (E)(χ) → C`0 (K)(χ) for
characters of type 1 or 2.
Lemma 5.19. Let F0 ⊆ K ⊂ E ⊂ F with [E : F0 ] finite and let
G := Gal(E/K). Assume |G| = p. Then the group ∆ := Gal(F0 /HA )
0
acts trivially on C`0 (E)G /iK
E (C` (K)).
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Proof: The composition of two natural maps
Div0 (E)G

Div(E)G

Div(E)G /iK
E (Div(K))

0
K
has kernel Div0 (E)G ∩ iK
E (Div(K)) = iE (Div (K)) and induces an injection
0
Div0 (E)G /iK
E (Div (K))

Div(E)G /iK
E (Div(K)).

Thus, it is enough to show that ∆ acts trivially on Div(E)G /iK
E (Div(K)).
Let p1 , . . . , ps (resp. P1 , . . . , Ps ) be the set of primes of K (resp. E) lying
above p. The extension E/K is totally ramified at p and we can assume
that Pj is the unique prime of E lying above pj , i.e. iK
E (pj ) = pPj .
Moreover, the only extension where the prime p may split is HAL
/F , so
s divides h0 (F ), i.e. is coprime with p. We can write Div(K)
=
ν Zν
L
(whereL
ν runs through all the primes of K) and Div(E) = ν Hν , with
Hν = w|ν Zw. Now for the ramified primes we have Hpj = ZPj = HpGj
while, for the unramified ones, if we let Gν be the decomposition group
of ν in G, we have Hν = Z[G/Gν ]w, so that HνG = iK
E (Zν). Therefore
Div(E)G =

s
M

ZPj ⊕

j=1

iK
E (Div(K)) =

s
M

M

iK
E (Zν),

ν-p

pZPj ⊕

j=1

M

iK
E (Zν),

ν-p

and finally
G

Div(E)

/iK
E (Div(K))

s
M
=
(Z/p)Pj .
j=1

Note that, for any set of integers α1 , . . . , αs coprime with p, the
classes αj Pj with j = 1, . . . , s still generate Div(E)G /iK
E (Div(K)).
Now consider the subfield E ∆ of E (resp. K ∆ of K) fixed by ∆.
Since |∆| is prime with p, there is a canonical isomorphism G∆ :=
Gal(E ∆ /K ∆ ) ' G and, since F0 /HA is totally ramified at p, we still
∆
have exactly s primes in E ∆ (resp. K ∆ ) above p. Let P∆
j (resp. pj ) be
∆

∆
∆
the set of those primes and, as above, assume iK
E ∆ (pj ) = pPj . With
the same argument, we can prove
s
M
∆
∆
∆
Div(E ∆ )G /iK
(Div(K
))
=
(Z/p)P∆
∆
j .
E
j=1
∆

∆
To conclude, note that iE
E (Pj ) = |∆|Pj . Since |∆| is coprime with p,
G K
these classes generate Div(E) /iE (Div(K)) and clearly the action of ∆
on them is trivial.
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We use the previous lemma to prove
Proposition 5.20. Let F0 ⊆ K ⊂ E ⊂ F with [E : F0 ] finite and let
c0 is of type 1 or 2, then
G := Gal(E/K). If χ ∈ G
E
Ker(NK
(χ)) = IG C`0 (E)(χ),

where IG denotes the augmentation of G.
Proof: We proceed by induction on |G|, starting with the case |G| = p
(for |G| = 1 there is nothing to prove). Since χ is not of type 3, it may be
seen as a nontrivial character of ∆ = Gal(F0 /HA ) and, by the previous
lemma,
0
(C`0 (E)G /iK
E (C` (K)))(χ) = 0,

0
C`0 (E)G (χ) = iK
E (C` (K))(χ).

i.e.

Let g be a generator of G. Then IG C`0 (E)(χ) = (1−g)C`0 (E)(χ) and we
also recall that the cyclicity of G yields IG C`0 (E)(χ) ' C`0 (E)/C`0 (E)G .
We have two exact sequences
0

E
(χ))
Ker(NK

C`0 (E)(χ)

E
NK
(χ)

C`0 (K)(χ)

0

IG C`0 (E)(χ)

0

(exact by Proposition 5.18, part (a)), and
0

C`0 (K)(χ)

iK
E

C`0 (E)(χ)

1−g

E
(χ))| =
(exact by what we noted above). Cardinalities yield |Ker(NK
0
0
E
|IG C` (E)(χ)| and, since IG C` (E)(χ) ⊆ Ker(NK (χ)), we have equality
of the two groups.
For the inductive step assume |G| = pl > p and take an intermediate
field K $ E 0 $ E. Put G1 = Gal(E/E 0 ) and G2 = Gal(E 0 /K), so
that G1 and G2 have cardinality strictly smaller than pl . The inductive
hypothesis yields

Ker(NEE0 (χ)) = IG1 C`0 (E)(χ)
and
0

E
Ker(NK
(χ)) = IG2 C`0 (E 0 )(χ).

By Proposition 5.18, part (a), the norm NEE0 : C`0 (E)(χ) → C`0 (E 0 )(χ)
is surjective and so
NEE0 (IG C`0 (E)(χ)) = IG2 C`0 (E 0 )(χ).
0

E
E
E
Let x ∈ Ker(NK
(χ)). Since NK
= NK
◦ NEE0 , we have that NEE0 (x) ∈
0
E
Ker(NK
(χ)) = IG2 C`0 (E 0 )(χ), so there exists α ∈ IG and y ∈ C`0 (E)(χ)
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such that NEE0 (x) = NEE0 (αy). Therefore x − αy ∈ Ker(NEE0 (χ)), which
yields
x ∈ Ker(NEE0 (χ)) + IG C`0 (E)(χ) = IG C`0 (E)(χ),
since Ker(NEE0 (χ)) = IG1 C`0 (E)(χ) ⊆ IG C`0 (E)(χ). We have proved that
E
Ker(NK
(χ)) ⊆ IG C`0 (E)(χ)

and the other inclusion is trivial.
We can finally prove the main theorems on C∞ .
c0 be a character of type 1 or 2. Then C∞ (χ)
Theorem 5.21. Let χ ∈ G
is a finitely generated Λ := W JΓ∞ K-module. Moreover, let


Θ (1, χ)
if χ is of type 1,

 ∞


]
Θ∞ (1, χ) =
Θ∞ (γ −1 , χ)

if χ is of type 2,


1 − γ −1
γ=1
be the inverse limit of the elements Θ]n (1, χ) appearing in Theorem 5.17.
If Θ]∞ (1, χ) 6= 0, then C∞ (χ) is Λ-torsion.
Proof: By Proposition 5.18, part (a) and Proposition 5.20 we have
n
n
Cm (χ) = Nm
(Cn (χ)) ' Cn (χ)/ Ker(Nm
) = Cn (χ)/IΓnm Cn (χ).

Recall that Im = lim IΓnm is the augmentation ideal of Gal(F/Fm ) in Λ.
←−
The previous equality holds for every n > m, so
Cm (χ) ' C∞ (χ)/Im C∞ (χ).
The module on the left is a finitely generated torsion Λ/Im= W [Γm ]-module. By the generalized Nakayama Lemma of [3] we obtain that C∞ (χ)
is a finitely generated Λ-module.
For the second part just note that Θ]n (1, χ)Cn (χ) = 0 for every n,
hence Θ]∞ (1, χ)C∞ (χ) = 0, and C∞ (χ) is a torsion Λ-module.
We conclude with the Main Conjecture.
c0 be a character of type 1
Theorem 5.22 (Main Conjecture). Let χ ∈ G
or 2. Then
FittΛ (C∞ (χ)) = (Θ]∞ (1, χ)).
Proof: The proof follows the strategy of Theorem 5.14. The equality
(Θ]∞ (1, χ)) = lim(Θ]n (1, χ)) = lim FittW [Γn ] (Cn (χ))
←−
←−
reduces the statement to
FittΛ (C∞ (χ)) = lim FittW [Γn ] (Cn (χ)).
←−
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Recall Cm (χ) = C∞ (χ)/Im C∞ (χ). Let t1 , . . . , tr be Λ-generators of
∞
C∞ (χ), and denote by Nm
: C∞ (χ)  Cm (χ) the projection so that
∞
∞
Nm (t1 ), . . . , Nm (tr ) generate Cm (χ). For any n we have an exact sequence
0 −→ Kn −→ W [Γn ]⊕r −→ Cn (χ) −→ 0,

(20)

where the map on the right is given by (w1 , . . . , wr ) 7→
and Kn is its kernel. They fit into the diagram
0

Kn

W [Γn ]⊕r
n
πm

n
km

0

Km

W [Γm ]⊕r

Cn (χ)

P

i

wi Nn∞ (ti )
0

n
Nm

Cm (χ)

0.

n
n
)=
is (IΓnm W [Γn ])⊕r and, by Proposition 5.20, Ker(Nm
The kernel of πm
n
IΓnm Cn (χ), so the map between them is surjective. Moreover, πm is surn
jective and thus, by the snake lemma, km
is surjective as well and the
diagram satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition. Taking the inverse limit
and comparing it with the analog of (20) for K∞ we get K∞ = lim Kn .
←−
To conclude the proof, one just follows the same technical arguments
of the second part of the proof of Theorem 5.14.

From this Main Conjecture and the interpolation formulas of the previous sections, one can derive a number of relations with special values
of L or Zeta-functions. For example we have seen in the proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 4.9 that, for non negative integers i and j with i ≡ j
(mod q dν − 1),
ζA (−sj )(1 − psj ) = Z(1, j)(1 − psj ) = Lp (1, j, ω i )
Y
=
(1 − ω(ν)i hνijp )−1 = Ψj,i (ΘS (1)),
ν6∈S

where the extra factors at the ramified primes different from p and ∞
disappear because in our case S = {p, ∞}. Taking χ-parts and projecting
S
from GS to Γ∞ via π∞
, one gets
S
χ(π∞
(Lp (X, j, ω i )(1)) = Ψj,i (Θ∞ (1, χ))

for characters of type 1. Up to now there are, to our knowledge, very
few nonvanishing results on special values for function fields (see, e.g. [2,
Theorem E] and the discussion on “trivial zeroes” in [15, Section 8.13]).
It would be interesting to see if these relations can shed some light on
the subject for Lp (1, j, ω i ), which, as seen above, is basically equivalent
to C∞ being a torsion Λ-module.
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For F = Fq (t), in [1, Section 6] the authors present arithmetic information on some Bernoulli–Goss numbers, i.e. on special values of the
Goss Zeta-function at integers. In our setting one should probably consider the finite Fq [t]-module H(Φ/A) defined by Taelman in [25] (where
Φ is a Drinfeld module over A), which plays the role of the ideal class
group of a number field. For F = Fq (t) the Bernoulli–Goss numbers are
linked to the isotypical components of H(Φ/A) by [26, Theorem 1 and
Section 10]. It would be interesting to study inverse limits of p-parts of
Taelman’s modules associated to the fields Fn as objects over the Iwasawa algebra. It is not clear whether this would lead to special values of
our p-adic L-function or of some other (yet to be defined) p-adic analytic
function (possibly another incarnation of the Stickelberger series).
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